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3-month exhibit POAN II opens
Portrait of a Nation II: Beyond Narratives runs at Manarat al Saadiyat until April 16
BY ZAINEB ALSHKEILI

Portrait of a Nation
II: Beyond Narratives
(POAN II) is a threemonth exhibition and
series of events devoted
to tracing the UAE’s
visual art history over
the last half-century.
Produced by Abu
Dhabi Festival under
the Patronage of Her
Highness Sheikha
Shamsa bint Hamdan
Al Nahyan, it is a continuation of the first
POAN held at Emirates Palace in 2016.
Held at Manarat
Al Saadiyat, POAN II
is a celebration of 50
years of the United
Arab Emirates and its
devotion to the principles of innovation,
creativity and collaboration. It features 110
artworks from more
than 62 artists with 15
special commissions.
There are also video
interviews, manifestos,
archival images and

memorabilia, running
alongside talks, workshops, presentations
and performances.
“The development
of Portrait of a Nation
II: Beyond Narratives,
has been, from the
beginning, a process of
approaches – to people,
histories, and stories,”
explained Maya El
Khalil, who co-curated
POAN II.
The five themes
are: Reclaiming/Reimaging Home, Shifting
Landscapes, Configurations of Togetherness, Reclaiming/Reimaging Language and
Shifting Sociality.
Among the highlights: a panel talk
about the late artist
Christo and his partner Jeanne-Claude
and Emirati director
and artist Nujoom
Alghanem presenting
her short film Passage,
which was commissioned for the UAE
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A controversial legacy honoured
BY ZAINEB ALSHKEILI

Christo and
Jeanne-Claude have
their names etched
in history with their
large-scale site-specific environmental
installations like The
Pont Neuf Wrapped,
Running Fence and The
Gates. Their connection
to Abu Dhabi stems
from decades poured
into the last project
the public artist had
planned, building an
oil drum sculpture in
the desert.
Christo’s nephew
is now working to see
that project through to
completion, news that
was part of a panel discussion on the artist’s
work – and legacy – as
part of the Portrait of
a Nation Exhibition
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II: Beyond Narratives
exhibition.
The event was
attended by artists and
experts on the subject,
who offered stories
about their life-chang-

ing experiences with
the couple. The panel
included HE Huda Al
Khamis-Kanoo, who
has devoted her life
to inspiring artists to
use their innovation,

creativity, and communities to unite and
excel in their arts, as
the Founder of the Abu
Dhabi Music & Arts
Foundation (ADMAF).
She was joined by
Vladimir Yavachev,
Christo’s nephew and
an artist credited with
completing the late artists’ vision of wrapping
the Arc de Triomphe
in France, and Maya
Allison, the Executive
Director and Chief Curator of the New York
University Abu Dhabi
Art Gallery.
Al Khamis-Kanoo
said Christo had a special way of viewing the
controversy that often
revolved around his
installations.
“Love it or hate it,
it did not matter to him
because people were
talking about it.”

“The Abu Dhabi Music & Arts Foundation has always believed in the importance of cultivating creative leadership
among our nation’s youth, and the
opportunity to experience first-hand
the workings of a real-life newsroom is
invaluable to emerging journalists.
I am proud to see the next generation of the UAE’s media talents use
the skills they have developed through
the Foundation’s Young Media Leaders
Programme, now in its fifteenth year, to
report on the exciting events at Portrait
of a Nation II: Beyond Narratives and
Abu Dhabi Festival 2022.
I hope you enjoy the latest edition of
The ADMAF Tribune, the result of the
hard work and dedication of this year’s
Young Media Leaders.
Their commitment to enhancing
their knowledge and building their skills
through the Youth Press Room shows in
their insightful articles and interviews
published in this edition, proving they
are on their way to becoming tomorrow’s great media professionals.”
- HE Huda Alkhamis-Kanoo, founder
of Admaf and artistic director of
Abu Dhabi Festival

The luxury of poetry

Baking a language
with Moza
Al Matrooshi

BY KHAWLA KHAMIS AHMED
AL MUTAWA AL NAQBI

Poetic Luxury is an
online workshop held
as part of the Portrait
of a Nation II:Beyond
Narratives exhibition.
It was led by Walid
Al Wawi, a Jordanian-Palestinian artist
working in painting,
performance, video
and installation. Al
Wawi is the founding
director of the virtual
foundation Samt for
Art and Research, and
the creative director of
Awra, an online store
that sells T-shirts and
other items devoted to
the Palestinian cause.
Four people including
myself joined him for
the second workshop
on Zoom, where we
were inspired to write
beautiful poetry.
He dove straight
into teaching us how
to write a poem in the
blink of an eye. First,
he told us to write six
words to describe how
family makes you feel.
Then he suggested we
place our words in one
of three orders: normal,
random and ascending.
The third step?
Choose one of those
columns and start writ-

ing the poem. When
you choose the column
you want to write from,
you must use the six
words in the order you
chose, and you can
use any other words in
between to complete
your poem. We were
surprised how quickly
we completed the task,
as none of us imagined
that a person could
write a meaningful
poem in less than five
minutes. We enjoyed
immediately seeing
the product of what we
learned. He also told us
to make seven copies of
our poem, title it, keep
one for ourselves and
give the others away.
He explained that
poetry is for everyone,
because the nature of
poetry is related to the
nature of the feelings
that humans possess
and that distinguish
humans from other
creatures. That means
each of us has a poetic
ability within them. I
also learned from this
workshop that writing
is not limited by certain
laws or rules, but rather
that there are absolutely no limits to poetry.

BY EMAN MAATOUK AL HOSANI
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Your happiness is your lifestyle
Your lifestyle is your other world, so you
have to go far and adventure to win a
better way of life, this is life you have to
connect your happiness with your safety.
Khawla Khamis Al Mutawa Al Naqbi
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Making bread is more than a calming
exercise for Moza Almatrooshi, a multidisciplinary Emirati artist and designer based in
Sharjah.
A centerpiece of the live performance
was the screening of the film The Confectioner & Baker’s Alphabetics. Almatrooshi shot
the film in bakeries across Sharjah, seeking
to find out how the emirate’s different nationalities approach the craft. It was also an
effort to focus on how artisanal talents – like
baking – are remaining relevant in the face of
mass production.
After seeing how Arab, Indian and Filipino bakery workers all had their own methods
of kneading, shaping and handling the bread.
She concluded that each has developed their
own special method, with distinct hand
movements, and that particular symphony
that unfolded was much like a language.
She then created 35 alphabetic letters,
calling them “The Confectioner & Baker’s
Alphabetics”, and for each letter she made
a series of movements. Near the end of the
live performance, Almatrooshi and Carlos
Gonzales demonstrated all the letters in her
baker’s alphabet using dough and flour.
Almatrooshi has been active in the art
field since childhood. Graduating from Zayed
University in 2013 with a major in Arts, she
joined the Salama Bint Hamdan Al Nahyan
Foundation for Art in 2014, and completed
her MFA degree at the Slade School of Fine
Art in London.
She is due to perform twice more during
Portrait of a Nation II:Beyond Narratives, this
time with vocal technicians.

IN FOCUS: ‘Removing the idea of time’
It’s not every day
that you see paintings
hanging on black walls
at an art exhibition.
However, that’s exactly
what’s going on at Abu
Dhabi Festival’s Portrait
of a Nation II: Beyond
Narratives. “We used
black to remove the
idea of time and focus a
on the image of space,”
explained Jad Malki,
Portrait of a Nation II: Beyond Narratives/Mouza Alzaabi founder of Ghaith and

Jad Architects Studio
in a panel discussion.
Al-Maliki added that
the goal was to create
a homogenous setting
to showcase the work.
“Because of our work on
many different pieces of
art, we wanted to highlight each piece of art
on its own, as well as focusing on lighting that
reflects and highlights
the pieces,” he said.
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COMING UP:
FOLLOW US
Abu Dhabi Music and
Arts Foundation
(ADMAF):

Noucentisme
by Lina Tur Bonet and
Alba Ventura
Manarat Al Saadiyat
Auditorium
17 February 2022 8:00pm

Khalid Mezeina, Artist
Masterclass on ‘Talismans,
Cultural Traditions and
Symbolism
Online
21 February 2022 4:00pm

International Mother
Language Day
POAN II Exhibit
Activation Space,
Manarat Al Saadiyat
21 February 2022 6:00pm

Lead Partner

Live Performance of The
Alphabetics of the Baker &
Confectioner, a sound performance led by WYWY

Roberto Bolle
and Friends,
A Ballet Gala by Roberto
Bolle

Manarat Al Saadiyat
26 February 2022 6:00pm

Emirates Palace Auditorium
28 February 2022 8:00pm

Energy Partner

Abu Dhabi Music
And Arts Foundation

admafsocial

ADMAFsocial
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